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DESIGN

but always test thinking that your idea is wrong.â€� If you spent enough time on your creations, they will reveal themselves to you. But if you test your idea and let it ... 
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MINI TOOLKIT



DESIGN THINKING



Businesses are not and will never be the same again... “In 2020, more than 75% of the 500 biggest companies, according to the S&P 500, will be companies that we have never heard of.” Creative Destruction: Why Companies That Are Built to Last Underperform the Market by Richard Foster and Sarah Kaplan.
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the present economic model, the methods we



“We need new choices - new products that can balance the



have learned, re-learned and reinvented are not capable



needs of individuals and the needs of society as a whole. New



of dealing with the global competitiveness in which we are



ideas that deal with the global challenges of health, poverty and



immersed. Today, we need to think locally and act globally,



education; new strategies that result in meaningful differences



but at the same time, we need to mass-produce to reduce



and a sense of purpose that include all the stakeholders (…)



cost, to differentiate ourselves from the competition and also



we need an approach to innovation that is powerful, efficient



customise when required. We never know what the client wants.



and widely accessible, that can be integrated in all aspects of



We deliver products and services today that might be totally



business and society and that individuals and teams may use



obsolete tomorrow. We can compare the competition between



to generate innovative ideas that can be implemented and, so,



companies to a bloody endless world war, where some win and



make a difference.”



others lose. Too often we create products to fulfil the need of a



TIM BROWN IN DESIGN THINKING



certain customer niche, without taking into account their social and environmental impact, or thinking about what that may bring to the future of the company. We simply deliver! When we visit a retail shop, more specifically the LCD TV, plasma screen and LED department, we can clearly notice the similarity of all the products. The differences between the brands and products are almost indistinguishable. What is really worrying in this case is that the model has been the same for years. All televisions are the same and the decisive factor will be made based on the price and the recommendations given by friends or the shop assistant. Is that the best way we have to make decisions? Do companies really want their products or services to be chosen solely based on price? We know that the models and methods used in our businesses and companies are no longer relevant for the solution of problems, and that it is also generating piles of waste and rubbish around the planet. Can we think of a new approach that really contributes to a massive change of how people and companies think to solve problems?



Design Thinking offers such an approach!
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Why Design? In order to achieve a different future we need a behavioural change and that’s why the most important design today is the invisible one, the kind thatdeals with beliefs, customs, values and systems. Inspired by Steven Heller’ texts on: http://commonwise.com/
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D



esign does not necessarily mean beauty (yes, it may



include it). In Brazil, common sense refers to design as an



Services



adjective related to beauty, whereas design is, in fact, a VERB,



Experiences



related to the planning of solutions; a process in which we start



Interfaces



by developing an understanding of the problem, and end by



Information



Graph



Industrial



Interaction



generating the solution of a challenge.



Throughout the years Design has widened its scope of application.



Recently, design is being used to solve problems that are more complex and inter-connected.



It started out as a way to help people to communicate with each other. Businesses Organisations



Signs



Education



Symbols



Graph



Images



Graph



Industrial



Interaction



Systems



Government



Imprints



Reference: Buchanan’s Order of Design Later it expanded into helping people improve objects. “Everyone designs who devises courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones.” HEBERT SIMON Products



Graph



Industrial



When we are designing something, we are intentionally transforming contexts. A transformation of this kind is always directly connected to people. If you want to transform and innovate the context you are in,



Later it expanded further in order to include solving issues of how to use less tangible services.



creating new possibilities for the future, you are definitely a designer. A designer is not only a professional graduated in Design. Professional training contributes a lot, but all of us can become agents of change in our own contexts. INCLUDING YOU!
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What is Design Thinking?



“Design Thinking is not an experiment; it empowers and encourages us to experiment.” Design Thinking for Strategic Innovation, Idris Mootee
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esign Thinking is a mindset that encompasses a



collaborate with others. When an individual thinks of a problem,



pluralist systemic thinking that aims at building a better future.



this problem is addressed by one individual perspective. But if



It is not a magic toolbox of solutions to problems; it does not



we multiply the number of people involved in the solution of



follow a linear thinking model and cannot be over simplified, at



this problem, we also multiply the perspectives and we may



the risk of losing its value.



get closer to a clearer understanding of what this problem really is about. This diversity of perspectives, coupled with a



“Design Thinking is the balance between business and art,



multidisciplinary approach, allows us to identify opportunities



structure and chaos, intuition and logic, playfulness and



and solutions, that would not otherwise be conceived, had it



formality, control and empowerment.” (Concept extracted from Design Thinking for Strategic Innovation, Idris Mootee).



In practice, Design Thinking is a human-centred approach that accelerates innovation and brings about solutions for complex problems. By bringing down the barriers of hierarchy and of the exclusive Cartesian thinking model, Design Thinking, offers opportunities for ideas to emerge without preconceptions, forcing our brains to move out of its comfort zone and start foreseeing desirable futures. In times such as these, it has become imperative that we are prepared to conceive new possibilities of choice and outcomes that are capable of responding to the complex challenges of the world today. Thinking and acting in the same ways we have been doing in the past 100 years will not takes us to a new future. Design Thinking proposes a new way of thinking based on 3 main values: empathy, collaboration and experimentation. However, Design Thinking’s major differential is the fact that it is human-centred. We all have the ability to use our knowledge to



THE FOUR MAIN CHANGES PROPOSED BY DESIGN THINKING, AT THE LEVEL OF THINKING:



1. Decisions are human-centred 2. Question the questions 3. Build in order to think 4. Iterate
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Values of Design Thinking “Empathy is about putting yourself in someone else’s shoes. But it goes further than that. It is about allowing the new perspective gained from this insight to have a permanent internal impact on you. Only then will you ‘learn from the other person’.” Renato Nabuco - former student from School of Design Thinking 2013
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EMPATHY Empathy means to put yourself in someone else’s shoes, let go of preconceptions and understand the context and actions of another, welcoming, assimilating and accommodating another person’s perspectives.



COLLABORATION Collaboration means to think together, co-create in multidisciplinary teams, so that our reasoning and understanding can expand exponentially.



EXPERIMENTATION Experimentation means moving out from the field of ideas and speech, in order to build and test solutions, so that problems can be avoided in the phase of implementation.
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Approach
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D



esign Thinking is a mindset of flexible and interactive nature, which means that any error or mistake is seen as an integral and invaluable part of the process. There are alternate moments of divergence and convergence of thinking process, based on the innovation process known as the Double Diamond, mapped by the Design Council UK in 2005. According to this approach, the moment to generate solutions starts only after a deep understanding of the context and a re-signification of the challenge have been established and are seen as steps in the process.
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UNDERSTANDING Divergent Thinking Moment. It is important to have a 360º view of the challenge - what we affectionately call ununderstanding. This is the time of laying all the assumptions and hypothesis on the table and to let go of them. This is the moment of opening up for the discovery phase (understanding) and the preparation of the field research. It is vital to collect all the existing and available data. The phase of understanding is a very important moment for the team, as this is the time for levelling the knowledge base and for creating the team’s social code that will greatly facilitate collaboration.



TOOLS - Desk Research - Deconstruction and holistic understanding of the challenge
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Deconstructing the Challenge What is it?



Break the statement/question presented as challenge in smaller sentences or isolated words to



explore meanings and meaningfulness. Observe how the parts interact to understand the whole and vice-versa.



What is it for?



As you isolate sentences and words, it is easier to explore them without having to limit



yourself to the challenge, thus increasing the amplitude of your perspective on the challenge presented.



How? Write the challenge on a piece of paper that is big enough so that everybody can read and pin it on the wall. Highlight the words or short phrases that will be exploited separately. Write them in separate pieces of paper and pin them on the wall. Discuss the definition and meaning of each of them in your team. Write key words during the discussion in sticky notes and fix them next to the fields of each word.



HOW MIGHT WE IMPROVE MOBILE PHONE USE WHEN DRIVING? mobile phone



driver



car
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Research and Observation Time for convergence of perspective and empathy. Time to set out and start the field research, talk, observe, try and move out of the comfort zone. Every service, product or platform is designed for people. That’s why our research is based on them. We are interested in the human factor, therefore, we must look into all the aspects of the human being: physical, cultural, sociological and psychological.



What tools can we use? - Data triangulation
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DATA TRIANGULATION In the Design Thinking approach, it is important that the research maps out insights, generates in-depth understanding about the challenge and accesses the real needs of people and all the actors involved in the system. For this reason, this must be a holistic research and it must have an empathic perspective. In order to have a good understanding of the problem, ideally, techniques in the three axes of the triangle should be used.



INTERVIEWS What people say they do...



PARTICIPATORY RESEARCH Do what people do...



ETHNOGRAPHIC APPROACH Observe what people do...
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POINT OF VIEW The Moment of Convergent Thinking Defining the point of view is probably one the most challenging moments in the whole project. After generating a considerable amount of data and insights, it is time to re-word the challenge in the light of the new understandings and findings brought by the group research. This is the moment of organising and navigating through the complexity that has been generated. The need for closure and convergence in this moment is directly proportional to the level of divergence and amplitude generated in the previous phases. The bigger and the longer the project is, the greater the need to converge.



WHAT TOOLS TO USE? - Empathy Map or persona
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EMPATHY MAP OR PERSONA What is it?



Definition of a specific user based on the research findings, so as to allow for the solution to be



designed for a “someone”. The persona is often a fiction character, but it should not be invented, with no base on the research. It should be built based on the sum of all research data gathered and the decisions made in the course of the project.



What is it for? The empathy maps or personas are used to understand the users’ objectives, needs, desires and limitations. The data that was once abstract gain a face and become a person with whom it is easier to relate. Your persona might be described as: Name and image | Socio-demographic profile (such as age and educational background) Needs, desires and tasks | Objectives and aspirations



How?



By filling in the Empathy Map What does she



THINK AND FEEL? what really counts major preocupations worries & aspirations



What does she



What does she



what friends say



environment



HEAR?



SEE?



what boss says



friend



what influencers say



what the market offers



What does she



SAY AND DO? attitude in public appearance behavior toward others



PAIN



GAIN



fears



“wants” and needs



frustrations



measures of success



obstacles



obstacles



Reference: Osterwalder, A., Pigneur, Y., Business Model Generation (Amsterdam: OSF, 2009)
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IDEATION The moment when solutions come to life! In the stage of ideation solutions for the problems and dilemmas from the previous stage are built. It is important to have a clear understanding of what we are trying to solve, because the ideation phase allows for several different creative paths. This is a creativity-based stage that entails the generation of new, useful and surprising ideas, weighing two thinking processes: the divergent thinking process, which is the human capacity to find an infinite number of ideas from a single stimulus, with the convergent thinking process, responsible for the logical, analytical and detailed work. Try to amplify this activity by offering a comfortable but exciting environment to encourage people to explore ideas free from judgmental thoughts. Try to create an atmosphere where the team members can mix elements found in the research and their own repertoire to generate meaningful solutions for the challenge.



WHAT TO USE? - Brainstorming
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RULES FOR BRAINSTORMING 1. DEFER JUDGMENT 2. ENCOURAGE WILD IDEAS 3. BUILD ON THE IDEAS OF OTHERS 4. STAY FOCUSED ON THE TOPIC 5. ONE CONVERSATION AT A TIME 6. BE VISUAL 7. GO FOR QUANTITY
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PROTOTYPING “Prototypes are more valuable as a means of communication and interaction among people than as a means to validate or prove a concept.” Michael Schrage The prototyping phase is a moment of DIVERGENCE, of generating yet more ideas, of amplifying your understanding, of expanding… Prototypes are powerful means of communication that force us to think realistically about a way through which people will interact with a concept that we are trying to design. It is the moment to remove ideas from the paper and bring them alive. The prototype is capable of provoking an emotional reaction in someone even before the solution exists.



WHAT TOOLS TO USE - Prototypes of paper and interfaces - Storyboards - Models - Enacting of a Prototype - Service Prototype - Constructive Interaction
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THE MOST IMPORTANT THING! 1. WHY ARE WE PROTOTYPING THIS? 2. WHAT DO WE WANT TO KNOW? 3. WHAT DO WE WANT TO TEST? 4. WHAT DO WE WANT TO DISCOVER? 5. PROTOTYPES ARE QUICK, DIRTY AND CHEAP.



PROTOTYPING IS MORE THAN TESTING Prototyping can be used to:



• Trigger Empathy: Prototyping is a tool to deepen your understanding of the user, even in the pre-solution phase of the project.



• Explore: Build to think. To develop multiple option solutions: to generate more ideas. • Test: Build prototypes (and develop the context) to test and refine solutions with the users. • Inspire: Inspire others (colleagues, clients, investors) and show them your vision. • Learn: If an image is worth more than a thousand words, then a prototype is worth more than a thousand images.



• Solve divergences: Prototyping is a powerful tool that can eliminate ambiguity, help ideation and reduce communication problems. It is a good tool to initiate a conversation.



• Manage the process of building the solution: Identify a variable to explore a big problem in smaller, testable sizes.
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TEST “Always prototype thinking that your idea is right, but always test thinking that your idea is wrong.” If you spent enough time on your creations, they will reveal themselves to you. But if you test your idea and let it grow ungovernably, it will gain a life of its own, it will become true and it will reveal itself to others. This is what happens when you start to build something tangible, when you prototype and start learning how to think about your challenge from you original idea. Inspired by Gever’s Tulley TED Talk



“Fail often to succeed sooner.” 



IDEO
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WHAT TO FOCUS ON 1. IMPROVISATIONS 2. NEW OPPORTUNITIES 3. NEW USAGE



THE RULES OF TESTING! • Generate empathy > a purpose • Be open to be wrong > to grow • Inspire > people that test your ideas will be the first to help you implement them, if they see relevance and purpose!



• Don’t test everything at the same time > focus on one or two things with a view to understanding. If you test everything at the same time, you will never know what works and what doesn’t.
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ITERATION In order to receive feedback we have to know how to listen to it! Try not to be defensive, don’t judge, summarise and reflect about what you heard. Ask questions to clarify understanding and for examples of stories that may illustrate the main point on the feedback. Be open but check other points of view, with other people – don’t change your whole project just because of a negative feedback. Iteration is an opportunity to refine our solutions and improve them, so we can take them to the next level. Feedback brings us valuable insights that can help us create relevant and important solutions that can truly add value to the users. We iterate to refine our prototypes and solutions. Sometimes, this means having to go back to the beginning of the process. Testing is just another opportunity to trigger empathy through observation and engagement, which often brings about unexpected insights. Sometimes, testing reveals not only that we are in the right track, but also that we have managed to redefine the problem correctly.



WHAT TOOL TO USE? Create tables with positive and negative points, ideas and new issues. Choose a point of view and make the necessary changes. Every time a new issue emerges, test again!



-



what was good



what was bad



doubts



ideas
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The process of Design Thinking that we have suggested here is continuous and metamorphous. After the testing phase, iteration may mean going back to some previous stage of the process. During the testing phase, we sometimes find out that we have not brought the point of view to the necessary convergence; or we may have misinterpreted some other point or aspect of the challenge. This is the time to go back and iterate! The double diamond can open and close, diverge and converge as many times as possible. Remember: This approach is not a recipe, but a way of accelerating innovation. However, there is no innovation if we always approach situations and challenges in the same way. INNOVATE!
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design deals - KARE Design 

Sofa DALLAS, gemÃ¼tliches Sofa in dezenter Vintage Optik I 90 x 281 x 111 cm. I 502202 I statt 1.625,- jetzt nur 1.298,-. Sofa GRANDEZZA, elegantes ...










 








campana design 

Kitchen Center otorga en forma gratuita a sus clientes durante el término de un 1 ... con nosotros vía mail al: contacto










 








DOSCH DESIGN 

Dosch HDRI: USA City Backplates. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 2. Dosch HDRI: USA City Backplates. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 3. Dosch HDRI: USA City Backplates.










 








LEG_IN design FR Design 2005 - LINEA, Inc 

Both the 12 mm-thick top or work surface and the storage units are made of micro-textured white MDF, which provides good










 








Communicating Design Design vermitteln - Material Stories 

predestined to question social developments, to trigger ... design within a company should best be based on ... Text: Aart van Bezooijen. Media. New books, DVDs, magazines, websites, and apps ... increasing number of Japanese companies.










 








campana design 

Av. El Salto 3485, Recoleta , Santiago, Chile. WWW.KITCHENCENTER.CL. CARACTERÍSTICAS GENERALES. Extraíble. Acero Inoxida










 








horno design 

SERVICIO ASISTENCIA TÉCNICA SAT 600 411 77 00 / WHATSAPP +56 9 9825 1775 | [email protected]. Av. El Salto 3485










 








Userinterface-Design 

suchen wir dich als Praktikant für den Bereich Webdesign / Userinterface-Design u.a. für iPad und. iPhone (m/w). ... Was dich bei uns erwartet. − ... per E-Mail an.










 








Design Guide 

Image for a customized answer: 225px width x unlimited height. 4. Email after participation. Image in the email: 560px w










 








Design Dreams 

Page 1. your. Gestaltet von: Design. Dreams. Strandtuch. 90x180. Handtuch. 50x100. 1) Vorlage ausmalen und fotografieren. 2) Auf www.dibujojo.de einsenden.










 








Design Noir 

they sit near a TV, and almost everyone has heard stories of people picking up radio broadcasts in their fillings. We are not interested in whether these stories ...










 








Final Design 












 








Userinterface-Design 

du studierst Kommunikationsdesign, Mediendesign, Grafikdesign, Medieninformatik, o.Ã¤. âˆ’ du willst kein kleines RÃ¤dchen in einer groÃŸen Agentur sein, sondern ...










 








ASPA design FR design 2006 - cre8 

PROJECTS. AC Hotels | AI Najada Boutique Hotel | American Express | Björn Borg | COMPASS | Deloitte | Deustche Bank | Eu










 








design intuition pdf 

include : Der Richter Und Sein Henker Friedrich Durrenmatt, Describe Solvents And Solutes In An. Aqueous Solution, Diagnosis Daddy, Didon Trag Die En 5 ...










 








DESIGN TEXTILE SOLUTIONS PDF 

We have many PDF Ebook and user guide is also associated with design textile solutions PDF Ebook, include : Dennis Zill Differential Equations Solution ...










 








value system design unternehmenswertsteigerung 

Are you looking for value system design unternehmenswertsteigerung durch strategische PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download value system design ...










 








encimera design 4t 

Av. El Salto 3485, Recoleta , Santiago, Chile. WWW.KITCHENCENTER.CL. CARACTERÍSTICAS GENERALES. Gas. Acero Inoxidable. P










 








Content overview - Dosch Design 

Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 2. Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 3. Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 4. Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 5. Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 6. Dosch HDRI: Coasts. DOSCH DESIGN. Page 7










 








design habitat - Saccaro 

diseñando y contribuyendo con la historia del design brasileño. En todo este ...... antiguas hélices de madera, surge la










 








design habitat - Saccaro 

diseñando y contribuyendo con la historia del design brasileño. En todo este ...... antiguas hélices de madera, surge la










 








KTZ - Red Diamond Design 

28.02.2014 - fungÂ« Anfang der 90er-Jahre. So stieg die Zahl ...... Friedrich-StraÃŸe, Villach; am 12. MÃ¤rz um 11 ...... rin beim ersten Berliner Istaf-. Indoor einen ...










 








design or die. AWS 

bookbook 01. Kollektion â€šHJARTA'. ROCK â€šGLÃ–CKCHEN'. DAS ZAUBERSTÃœCK.. DESIGN. OR. DIE.. 1 Schnittmuster detaillierte Anleitung. 1 Hjarta Plott. Handwerk & Liebe mit. Biesen, Formbund & Co online LookBook.. GRÃ–SSEN. 32 - 58.. HJARTA. MUSIK.. SC










 








NATURAL Design - Alcoa 

dings get an individual and natural look. ... ReynoluxÂ® panels through identical colour shade ... Cico & Roger Taillibert | Arabian Profile Company Limited.
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